
Cubed Circle Newsletter 206 – Ben's Supreme Carry Job 

This week Ben carries the issue with coverage of not only RAW and Mid-South from 1982, but also
NJPW's King of Pro-Wrestling show from this past week, the final major push to the Tokyo Dome, 
plus the news of the week including Mistico wackiness, Sami Zayn, and Jerry Lawler versus Terry 
Funk in 2015!

– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Editor

The Pro-Wres Digest for October 11th – October 17th 2015. 
Ben Carass.

There weren’t many details of Luis Urive appearing on the Lucha Libre Elite show on 9/10 at Arena
Mexico when we went to press last week, however since then there have been several major 
developments. The story goes that AAA, who were running a TV taping in Hidalgo at the exact 
same time, got wind of Urive being at Arena Mexico from somebody in the building. Urive worked 
on a AAA show the night before on 8/10 in Xalapa, Veracruz, which is very reminiscent of Lex 
Luger walking out on Nitro after working a WWF house show the night before in 1995. People 
inside AAA have kept mostly quiet, expect Dorian Roldan (Marisela Peña’s son-in-law) who called 
Urive “Judas” in a tweet which he hastily deleted, and finally sent out a press release on 13/10 
acknowledging that Myzteziz is no longer working for them after Urive no-showed the AAA show 
on 10/10 in Veracruz. Dave Meltzer noted in the Observer and Dr Lucha corroborated a story about 
Urive trying to recruit a bunch of AAA talent to make the jump to rival promotion CMLL, which 
understandably the AAA brass were none too happy about. On Monday 12/10, Urive’s brothers, 
Argos and Argenis, both “left” AAA, however they seemingly made up pretty quickly because it 
emerged on Friday 16/10 that they would both be staying with AAA along with their other brother, 
Mini Murder Clown. As for Urive himself, he held a press conference on Friday and claimed he was
not returning to CMLL and revealed that his new name would be “Mystic 2.0.” Hilariously, Urive 
tried to act like he was the good guy in all of this and said that he couldn’t understand why AAA are
not using him for his remaining dates as he believed he left the promotion on good terms. It’s surely
a matter of time until Mystic 2.0 showed up in CMLL for a nombre vs. nombre match with Mistico,
however Paco Alonso and CMLL are likely trying to avoid a lawsuit and appear to be keeping out 
of this mess for the time being at least.
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It seems that the WWE/Evolve relationship isn’t just a one-way street with guys getting shots in 
NXT at the recommendation of Gabe Sapolsky. On Monday, Evolve announced on their website 
that Sami Zayn will be appearing on their shows in Queens on 17 & 18th October. Zayn, who is 

currently off NXT TV due to his 
shoulder surgery, will be signing 
autographs and appearing in the 
ring for presumably a promo. His
live in-ring appearance will only 
be for the fans in attendance and 
will not be shown on the iPPV 
broadcast. I guess it is nice of 
WWE to send a guy that the 
Evolve fans will love to sign 
autographs and sell gimmicks, 
but not letting Zayn appear on 
the iPPV for even a simple 
promo tells you that WWE are 
still calling the shots in this 
fledgling working relationship 
with Sapolsky. On Thursday 
15/10, Evolve sent out a press 
release addressing the 
relationship with WWE, however
it was bizarrely vague. "You 
want to know what's going on 
with WWE and The WWN 
Family. This is the absolute truth.
There are no answers. Yes, there 
is obviously a growing 
relationship. What direction it 
will take is unknown.” Clearly, 
Sapolsky wrote this thing, or at 
the very least dictated to 
someone else what to say. Gabe 
probably knows more than he is 
letting on, however it is easy to 
believe that right now the 
relationship is fairly informal. 
The statement goes on to say: 

"There are rumors and speculation, but this relationship changes and develops almost weekly. This 
is a road that has never been traveled before. There is no precedent. We don't know what to expect 
nor what is possible. All this means is that anything can happen. There are infinite possibilities. The 
only sure thing is that this will be a wild, unpredictable and thrilling ride. We will all find out where
this road goes together. There is no telling what will happen next."  On Thursday, WWE.com ran an
article about the 5 Evolve wrestlers you need to know; the guys they picked were: Timothy 
Thatcher, Johnny Gargano, Tracy Williams, Anthony Nese, and Zack Sabre Jr. 

WWE must really hate Tuesday mornings, because for the third week in a row the ratings for 
Monday Night RAW were atrocious and they hit an all-time new record low in terms of viewers. 
The term, “Non-Holiday RAW” gets thrown around when talking about the low ratings, because 
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shows on July 4th, Thanksgiving, Christmas etc., do much lower numbers than a regular RAW with 
a bad number. Basically the holiday episodes are anomalies because, believe it or not, people have 
better things to do than watch RAW on Christmas Eve, and a low rating is pretty much guaranteed. 
Well, with competition from the NFL and the World Series, plus WWE’s utterly cold and 
horrendous product, the 2.32 rating the 12/10 episode of RAW did was also pretty much guaranteed.
The 2.32 rating with 3.27 million viewers is the worst number since the October 27th 1997 show 
which did a 2.3, with the Christmas Eve show from 2012 being the ONLY exception at a lowly 2.2. 
Hour one did 3.52 million, second hour was 3.25 million and the third hour tanked to a shockingly 
low 3.08, which is the second lowest third hour of RAW ever, just ahead of the 3.02 set on 7/9. It 
seems like it is only going to get worse for WWE, as John Cena is talking some time off after Hell 
in a Cell and with no number two babyface ready to set in to the top role, they will be lucky if the 
third hour of RAW doesn’t drop below 3 million viewers for the first time ever.

Alberto El Patron lashed out on Twitter against German indie promotion, WXW, on 14/10 after 
cancelling a booking he had for them on 17/10. Alberto, and his brother who works as El Hilo de 
Dos Caras, were advertised for the WXW show in Mannheim, Germany but sent the company an 
email notifying them they would not be making the show. Alberto’s main point of contention it 
seems, is down to WXW not honouring an agreement to fly the Rodriguez brothers in Business 
Class. Alberto even accused the WXW promoters of treating him as a “sub-human”, which seems a 
little excessive. Economy Class isn’t that bad, is it? WXW officials commented that it would have 
cost $7000 to upgrade the two to Business Class and noted that they would not be booking Alberto, 
or presumably his brother, again. On Thursday 16/10, WXW announced that Jeff Jarrett would be 
replacing Alberto on the 17/10 show and also a SWE show that Alberto was also booked for on 
16/10.

This week’s Observer also had a story about Alberto’s future with Lucha Underground being 
uncertain. Season Two of the show will begin filming in November and word is that Alberto may 
not be coming back due to him not being happy with the extent of his push. Dave Meltzer reported 
that Alberto was the highest paid guy in Lucha Underground and he felt like he was promised the 
promotion would be built around him, which if you watched the show wasn’t exactly the case. 
Alberto is still the AAA Mega Heavyweight Champion, so as long as he is with AAA there is 
always a possibility a deal could be reached. If however, Alberto decides to leave AAA, which 
would be a huge blow after the Mistico deal, there are still several options open to him. When he 
left WWE in 2014, there was talk of Alberto getting back into MMA, however at 38 years old that 
seems like a bad idea. New Japan and TNA were apparently interested in him, but the state TNA is 
in at the moment I seriously doubt they could afford to bring him in. New Japan would be a great fit
for Alberto in my view, although due to their relationship with CMLL Alberto would certainly have 
to leave AAA for that to become a reality. 

Speaking of Lucha Underground, Rey Horus, Flamita, Speedball Mike Bailey and Will Ospreay are 
some names that have been thrown around for the new season. Flamita is an outstanding talent and 
would fit right in. Bailey and Ospreay are interesting, since Konnan and Rey Mysterio Jr were at the
final of PWG’s Battle of Los Angeles and must have seen something they liked. They watched the 
entire 4 hour show from the stage where the hard camera is set up, so they got a great view of 
Ospreay and Bailey, both of whom had great performances that night, especially Bailey, who made 
it all the way to the final. They are also interested in the Young Bucks, but the seven year exclusive 
TV contract was the main reason why the Bucks didn’t appear in Season One and it is likely that the
same obstacle will get in the way this time.
 
The biggest joshi group in Japan, and arguably the world, Stardom, will be running their first ever 
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shows in the US on 16/10 and 18/10 in Los Angeles, CA. Some of the names advertised are: 
Cheerleader Melissa, Io Shirai, Kairi Hojo, Mayu Iwatani, Act Yasukawa, Chelsea, Reo Hazuki, 
Kris Wolf, Hudson Envy, Starfire, Thunder Rosa.

Interestingly, John Cena vs. Seth Rollins in a 30:00 Iron Man match for the U.S. title will main 
event the weekend house showson 18/10 in Lubbock and 19/10 in Abilene, TX. Other matches on 
the Texas shows include Kevin Owens vs. Ryback for the IC title, Dolph Ziggler vs. Rusev and 
Dean Ambrose vs. Big Show. While the other crew will be running three shows in Mexico on 16/10 
in Merida at Coliseo Yucatan, 17/10 at Arena Mexico in Mexico City and 18/10 in Monterrey at 
Arena Monterrey. The Mexico crew features Undertaker, Ric Flair, Kane, Roman Reigns, Randy 
Orton, Sheamus, Chris Jericho, Bray Wyatt, Cesaro, King Barrett, The Lucha Dragons, New Day, 
Paige, Charlotte, and Becky Lynch.

New Japan Pro Wrestling “King of Pro Wrestling” – October 12th 2012
Sumo Hall: Tokyo, Japan.

The main event for Wrestle Kingdom 10 on January 4th 2016 is officially set, with Hiroshi 
Tanahashi challenging Kazuchika Okada for the IWGP Heavyweight Championship. It will be 
the third time in the last four years that the two great rivals have main event the Tokyo Dome; 
Tanahashi is 2-0 against Okada at the Dome and the main angle of the storyline, which has been 
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In 2015, the never ending feud of 
Jerry Lawler vs. Terry Funk will 
headline a professional wrestling 
show. On 24/10, Lawler and Funk are 
the main event of the USA 
Championship Wrestling show in 
Jackson, TN. Also appearing on the 
show will be Lance Russell, Bill 
Dundee, The Rock & Roll Express, 
Rocky Johnson and more legends of 
the Memphis area. It doesn’t look like 
there will be anyway to see the match 
unless you are in the Oman Arena that 
night. USA Championship Wrestling 
are not a big enough independent to 
offer such things as a video on 
demand service on their website, 
which by the way doesn’t exist – they 
just have a Facebook page, nor do 
they produce DVDs of their events. 
Due to the fact this is FUNK vs. 
LAWLER in 2015, you would think 
someone will record the match and 
upload it to YouTube at the very least. 
Funk and Lawler were working 
matches together in Memphis as late 
as 2004 and even back then they were 
billed as “last time ever” matches. But
at 71 (Funk) and 65 (Lawler), this 
really has got to be it. 



going on since the Summer of 2012, is that Okada has never beaten Tanahashi on the biggest stage
at the Dome. Both men won their matches on this show, with Okada looking as strong as he ever 
has in his victory over AJ Styles, whereas Tanahashi downed Tetsuya Naito in a somewhat 
disappointing match. Tanahashi heading into Wrestle Kingdom as a strong challenger was 
somewhat overshadowed by an angle they shot during and after the match. Naito had promised he 
would show up with a pareja, who was a guy in a matching mask and black outfit. Mid-way through
the match, the pareja unmasked as Takaaki Watanabe and they set-up Watanabe, whose new 
name is “EVIL”, for a match with Hirooki Goto. The dog and pony show that was this angle took 
away from Tanahashi getting his revenge over Naito and avenging his loss in the G1 to head into 
the Tokyo Dome as a threat to Okada’s IWGP title. Surely they have got to bring in La Sombra & 
Rush to team with Naito & Watanabe for a Los Ingobernables eight-man tag at the Dome, right?

King of Pro Wrestling didn’t have any blow-away match of the year contenders, but it was still a 
fun show for the most part. Ishii and Makabe blew-off their year-long feud with a typically stiff 
affair and Tomoaki Honma was set up as Ishii’s next challenger for the NEVER title, which if they
can hold off until the Dome will be awesome.

Jushin Liger, Tiger Mask, Ryusuke Taguchi, Mascara Dorada & Kushida vs. Jay White, 
David Finlay, Yohei Komatsu, Sho Tanaka & Juice Robinson. – Liger, Tiger Mask, Taguchi, 
Dorada & Kushida over in 8:49. Typical, solid multi-man opener. I really enjoyed seeing all the 
Young Lions on one team and having them jump the veterans at the bell was a nice way to get over 
their eagerness. Juice looked much better and more comfortable than his previous tour; ShoHei, 
White & Finlay were all good as usual. Dorada pinned Finlay with the Dorada Screwdriver. (** 
¾)

Tomoaki Honma vs. Yoshi-Hashi. – Honma over in 8:55. Decent match; I don’t know if Yoshi-
Hashi is getting better or if I’m just blinded by the fact that he was actually getting somewhat of a 
little push with all those pinfalls he scored during the G1 undercard tags, but I don’t find him as 
boring as I used to. Honma’s back was taped up, so naturally Yoshi-Hashi worked it over. The deal
was that Honma wanted to win so he could earn a NEVER title shot and Yoshi-Hashi wanted to 
prove he deserved to be in the G1 instead of Honma. They built to Honma eventually hitting the 
kokeshi off the top to get the pin, so hopefully that means Yoshi-Hashi will not be in the G1 
anytime soon. (** ½ )

Satoshi Kojima, Hiroyoshi Tenzan, Yuji Nagata & Manabu Nakanishi vs. Hirooki Goto, 
Katsuyori Shibata, Kota Ibushi & Captain New Japan. – Kojima, Tenzan, Nagata & 
Nakanishi over in 12:12. Match was good. I loved the team of the old badass veterans; even the 
usually immobile Nakanishi had a great exchange with Ibushi early on. Captain did nothing apart 
from come in and throw some of Tenzan’s Mongolian Chops and get pinned. Nagata had some 
nice heated exchanges with Shibata which could be leading to a singles match either at Power 
Struggle or the Dome. Finish saw everyone hit their finish on CNJ then Kojima finished him off 
with a strong arm lariat. (***)

IWGP Jr Tag Team Championship: reDRagon (C) vs. Roppongi Vice. – reDRagon retained in 
15:20. They were having a really good match until the finish, which was botched beyond belief by 
veteran referee, Tiger Hattori. reDRagon hit their wheelbarrow/DDT combo and made the cover 
on Trent. Rocky dove in and broke up the pin, however Hattori counted to three anyway and the 
match just ended. It wasn’t like Rocky was late breaking up the cover or Trent forgot to kick out, 
Hattori just counted to three like he assumed that was the actual finish. (***)
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IWGP Jr Heavyweight Championship: Kenny Omega (C) w/Cody Hall vs. Matt Sydal. – 
Omega retained in 15:25. Good match, however putting on back-to-back junior matches full of 
Gaijins wasn’t the smartest booking decision, as the crowd were pretty flat for this. Sydal looked 
really good and did a big plancha onto Omega & Hall then got a near-fall with a Frankensteiner. 
Finish saw Omega get his knees up to block the Shooting Star Press, hit a snap Dragon Suplex then 
get the pin with the One Winged Angel. (*** ½ )

Shinsuke Nakamura, Toru Yano & Kazushi Sakuraba vs. Karl Anderson, Doc Gallows & Bad 
Luck Fale w/Tama Tonga. – Nakamura, Yano & Sakuraba over in 7:03. Worst match on the 
show. Sakuraba barely did anything. Nakamura sold for the heat; Yano made the comeback. 
Tama Tonga got involved but Yano gave him and Fale a pair of low-blows. Yano pinned Fale with
a roll-up after the nut-shot. Anderson & Nakamura had a stare-down afterwards to set up the IC 
title match at Power struggle. (**)

NEVER Openweight Championship: Togi Makabe vs. Tomohiro Ishii. – Ishii became the new 
champ in 17:55. Excellent match, however there were a couple of rough moments with a few 
communication issues, plus it was hard to get into since we’ve seen this match over and over again 
since January. They did the usual stiff chops, lariats, headbutts and ramming into each other like 
rabid Musk Ox. It really picked up when Ishii hit Makabe with his own King Kong knee drop for a
great near-fall. Finish saw Makabe miss the knee drop and Ishii landed a sick diving headbutt then 
followed up with a brianbuster to get the pin. (****)

IWGP Heavyweight Championship #1 Contenders Match: Hiroshi Tanahashi vs. Tetsuya 
Naito. – Tanahsahi retained the briefcase in 19:58. Match was good, however these two are 
capable of a lot better and the big story was all about Naito’s pareja, whom came out in an identical 
mask and black suit and stood at ringside the entire match. Tanahashi did the HFF off the post to 
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the floor, which he really didn’t need to do. There were two instances that Red Shoes was bumped, 
the latter of which was the cue for the pareja to get in the ring to double team Tanahashi with 
Naito. The paraje unmasked as Takaaki Watanabe to zero reaction. Shibata & Goto came out to 
help fight off Watanbe; Naito got a near-fall with a low-blow then slapped Red Shoes around 
some more. None of this was a DQ by the way. Tanahashi made a comeback and won with the 
HFF. Post-match saw Watanbe layout Goto with an STO, so I guess Goto is the guy to get 
Watanbe over on his return. (***)

IWGP Heavweight Championship: Kazuchika Okada (C) w/Gedo vs. AJ Styles w/The Bullet 
Club. – Okada retained in 30:15. Excellent match, with the usual Bullet Club interference which 
really is getting kind of old.  Story of the match was that Okada had the Styles Clash scouted and 
countered it at every turn, so AJ had to go for the Calf Killer instead. Okada landed a dropkick off 
the top which had to be seen to be believed, as he flew three quarters of the way across the ring to 
land it. Okada hit his big dropkick and the Rainmaker, but Anderson pulled him outside to stop the
pin. Styles hit the Bloody Sunday and got the Calf Killer; Okada teased tapping, which the fans 
went crazy for, but he made it to the ropes. Okada landed the tombstone for a double-down then 
they had an awesome sequence of countering each other’s finish which ended in Styles landing the 
Pele. Finish saw Okada cut AJ off on the top rope and hit three Rainmakers for the emphatic 
victory. Tanahashi came out afterwards and they did the usual stare-down/promo deal to set up the 
Dome. (**** ¼ )
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RAW Ramblings – October 12th 2015.
Allstate Arena: Chicago, IL
Ben Carass.

Chicago has always been a hotbed for wrestling. The AWA, WCW, WWF and even ECW all ran 
somewhat regularly in the city; hell, you can go back to the 50’s with Wrestling from Marigold on 
the DuMont Network or even to the dark ages with the two Gotch/Hackenschmidt matches in 
1908 and 1911. I would venture a guess that the crowd at the Dexter Park Pavilion on April 3rd 1908
were far more excited to watch Gotch and Hackenschmidt lay on each other for two hours than the
10,000 or-so fans that turned up to the Allstate Arena on Monday to see today’s TV wrestling 
“superstars.”  When one of the major wrestling cities in the country is completely cold, you know 
the product is in bad shape.  RAW was, once again, utterly boring and inconsequential.  The 
highlight of the torturous three hours was Dolph Ziggler accepting John Cena’s US Title Open 
Challenge. Cena & Ziggler had a hell of a TV match, which Cena won with the AA in 17:40. It 
wasn’t just the usual “Sports Entertainment Dragon,” John Cena indie match with a bunch of 
near-falls and big moves after three minutes; they actually built to all that stuff and the crowd, who 
were dead all night, went crazy for the match. 

The ONLY other thing that wasn’t horrible was King Barrett & Sheamus beating Neville & 
Cesaro in 3:50. Match was fun while it lasted, because it was something different, and it looks like 
they are setting up a Sheamus/Barrett tag team, which could be fun even if it is 3 years too late. 
The show long angle was that HHH & Stephanie we’re “running late”, which they established at 
the top of the show by having them call Kane from their private jet and put him in charge. Kane 
booked himself vs. Seth Rollins in a Lumberjack match as the main event and we got several 
backstage skits with Kane talked to HHH on the phone but they couldn’t hear each other, so HHH 
was unaware of the main event. THIS WAS MEANT TO BE COMEDY! Finally HHH forbid 
Corporate Kane from facing Rollins, so DEMONKANE came out to wrestle Rollins instead. It 
was an absolute mess; all the lumberjacks started fighting, I have no idea why, and DEMONKANE
ended up pinning Rollins with a tombstone. I would complain about them giving away the WWE 
title match for free two weeks before the PPV, but not one single human is buying the Network for 
the Kane/Rollins match.
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How’s this for an overreaction: With Rusev & Lana’s engagement being announced on TMZ, 
Vince McMahon apparently freaked out and dropped the whole Rusev/Summer/Dolph/Lana 
story dead. I can’t say I’m that upset, as the whole thing was getting ridiculous however I am sad 
we won’t get to see Rusev & Lana recreated the Randy Savage/Elizabeth reunion from 
WrestleMania VII. Rusev lost to Ryback clean in 3:05, which you would think was punishment 
enough,  but afterwards, Summer Rae brought up his engagement to Lana, called him a pig, 
slapped him, then walked away. I don’t know why Vince insisted on just dropping this thing, it’s not
like they had to acknowledge Rusev & Lana’s engagement. They ignore real life stuff all the time! 
Apparently Vince forgot his own, “We’re making movies” spiel and just kyboshed the entire deal. 
Kevin Owens wrestled Kalisto in a non-title PWG takes over RAW match. It only went 3:50 and 
Owens won with his powerbomb, but it was more interesting than 80% of the other garbage on this 
show. 

Sucktacular Segments: Dean Ambrose & Randy Orton opened the show by bickering with each 
other because they are tagging up to fight Luke Harper & Braun Strowman at Hell in a Cell; 
what great babyfaces. New Day interrupted them with their usual comedy. The crowd was dead 
from this opening segment until the Cena/Ziggler match and then they went back to sleep for the 
rest of the show. New Day beat Orton & Ambrose in a long, 17:35 match, which nobody cared 
about; Kofi finally got his win back from Orton after 7 years when he pinned him with a roll-up 
after the idiot babyfaces bonked into each other. Nikki Bella pinned Naomi in 5 minutes; fans 
chanted, “We want Sasha”. The only good thing was that they showed highlights of Sasha vs. 
Bayley from NXT. Poor old Nikki Bella couldn’t even follow a video package of that match. 
Dudley Boyz squashed the Ascension in 2:35. Roman Reigns cut a horrendously dull promo; fans 
chanted “What?” and “Boring”, which clearly got to Reigns as he told them it was, in fact, not 
boring. Finally, the Wyatts came out; Bray rambled, not even the geeks that dress up like him 
cared. Reigns & Strowman then had a bad match with zero heat which Reigns won by count-out in
8 minutes. It sucked. Charlotte & Becky Lynch vs. Brie Bella & Alicia Fox ended when BRIE 
PINNED CHARLOTTE IN 3 MINUTES! Just how clueless can you be? Hilarious!  They 
announced Shawn Michaels, Ric Flair, Brock Lesnar & Undertaker for next week’s RAW with a
10 second on-screen graphic. They didn’t mention Steve Austin, whom was originally advertised 
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but I guess he just wants to do his podcast with Brock and get the hell out of there. Can you blame 
him? If I were the biggest star in the history of the business, I wouldn’t want to be on this show 
either. 

Mid-South Wrestling (TV #141)
May 20th 1982
Irish McNeil Boys Club: Shreveport, LA. 
Ben Carass.

We’re back with Bill Watts & Boyd Pierce for another week of Mid-South action! Boyd ran down 
the card and Watts noted that he had lost his voice last week due to yelling like a mad man during 
the Assassin/Grappler angle. He also reminded viewers that JYD & Mr Olympia beat the 
Samoans for the Mid-South Tag Team titles on May 5th in Jackson, Mississippi. 

Watts then gleefully threw to the “Spotlight” segment on Paul Ellering, whom once again was in 
the ring with a bunch of underage children. Ellering forced the kids to feel up his jacked up chest 
and arms, which was totally weird, then told them they too could have a body like his if they 
worked out. Hilarious, considering how gassed up Ellering was.  The kids did some push-ups then 
Ellering showed them how a real man does push-ups and picked two fat women out of the crowd. 
Ellering did several push-ups with these two porkers on his back then when he was done, he 
proceeded to do-si-do with the large women. All the while, that wretched Olivia Newton John song,
“Physical” was playing in the background. – I hope this was the last “Spotlight” on Ellering 
segment; they are just too weird and out-dated to take seriously. I don’t need to see a grown man 
encouraging kids to feel his big strong muscles, however a grown man doing impressive feats of 
strength with two large women would be fun. The women Ellering picked out of the crowd were in 
much more need of a workout than these poor kids and I would be all for a segment in which 
Ellering tries to get all the big women of Louisiana in shape.

Dick Murdoch vs. Rick Ferrara. – Murdoch over in a total squash at 2:15. Boyd Pierce told a 
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story about Dick Murdoch, the natural history biologist, and claimed that Murdoch had come 
across an armadillo with a bunch of horns stuck in him and said that Dickie named it the, “Texas 
Armadillo.” WHAT?!!! Murdoch won with ease and put Ferrara away with his brianbuster, which 
he yelled out before he hit just like in Japan. 

The Assassin vs. Buddy Landel. – Assassin over in 3:14. Basic squash. Assassin worked a 
headlock forever then finally loaded up his boot and kicked Landel in the arm a bunch of times. For
the finish, Assassin stomped on Landel’s arm then wrenched back on a hammerlock to get the 
submission. 

Non-Title Match: Bob Roop (North American Heavyweight Champion) vs. Cocoa Samoa. – 
Roop over in 3:48. Solid little match; these two have become a couple of my favourite guys to 
watch on Mid-South TV, so I was expecting a bit more out of this. Cocoa did a wacky reverse 
Victory Roll early then Roop grounded the high-flyer with an armbar. Roop went for a Vaderbomb 
but Cocoa got his kees up and made a fiery comeback. Cocoa landed a flying headbutt for a near-
fall, however Roop cut him off with his jumping high knee and hit a leg drop of doom to end it. 

Ernie Ladd vs. Kim Duc. – Squash for Ladd in 2:05. Duc used some hilarious pro wrestling 
“Martial Arts”, which consisted of phony kicks and chops. Ladd hit his big boot and goofy double 
leg drop to get the pin. 

Boyd & Watts were at the desk. Watts rambled about how the “King of Sports” was like the game 
of chess, because both required a lot of “Mental Skulduggery.” They showed the finish of Roop & 
The Assassin vs. Ladd & Dibiase from last week with the Grappler running in under the 
Assassin’s mask and Watts said that Dibiase & Ladd wanted revenge.

One Man Gang & The Grappler w/Skandor Akbar vs. Iron Mike Sharpe & Jesse Barr. – 
Gang & Grappler over in 3:30. Basic tag match. Sharpe shone briefly but couldn’t get Gang up 
for a bodyslam and the heels worked him over for the heat. Barr ran wild on Grappler off the hot 
tag and showed some decent fire. Finish saw Barr hook the Grappler in a small package, but 
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Gang had made a blind tag and dropped an elbow on Barr to break up the pin then he pinned Barr.

Non-Title Match: Mr Olympia (Mississippi Heavyweight & Mid-South Tag Team Champion) 
vs. Billy Starr. – Olympia over in 6:30. Olympia was really great and underrated, but this was a 
dull enhancement match which went way too long. The highlight of which was the hot 80’s chick in
the front row smoking a cigarette: 1982, everyone! Even Watts got bored and started talking about 
his son Joel getting his pilot’s licence. Olympia gave Starr barely anything, hit three dropkicks and
won with his patented sleeper. 

Ted Dibiase vs. The Turk. – Dibiase over in 4:45. Watts talked about Iron Mike Dibiase 
suffering a “fatal injury” during a match; talk about kayfabe. Watts praised Ted for carrying on 
with pro wrestling and following in his father’s footsteps. Match wasn’t much at all. Watts hyped 
Dr Death Steve Williams for next week, either in person or on video tape. Dibiase landed a 
monkey flip and a backdrop then got the win with his powerslam just before the TV time limit was 
about to expire. 

Boyd & Watts wrapped up the show from the announce desk and the hyped JYD, Dr Death and 
more of Paul Ellering working out, hopefully with more large women, for next week. 

A pretty weak edition of Mid-South TV. All of the matches were boring squashes, expect for I guess
Roop/Cocoa. There wasn’t much storyline progression either this week, which also hurt the show 
considerably. Hey, people in 1982, skip this episode and watch T.J. Hooker, or whatever else you 
can find on your six channels, instead. 
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Next Week's Issue 

Next week we, and by “we” I mean Ben mostly, return with more news, coverage of the Road to 
Hell in a Cell, and much more! 

Contact

Subscribe Via Email: www.cubedcirclewrestling.com/subscribe-via-email

General Questions/Feedback/Suggestions: ryan@cubedcirclewrestling.com

Ben Carass’s Twitter: @BenCarass

Bryan Rose’ Twitter: @br26

Ryan Clingman’s Twitter : @RyanClingman                       
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